Library PARC consultation interview questions

1. I understand your department received an email with information about the Library Preservation ARChives (PARC), and that you've been asked to speak on behalf of faculty in your department. Did you have an opportunity to consult with colleagues before this interview? If so, how?

2. Does your department have any initial comments, questions or concerns about the *Storage and Collections Locations Strategy* and the materials that would be housed in the Library Preservation ARChives?

3. One of the principles of the *Storage and Collection Locations Strategy* is that print collections that are part of "the essential core of research literature" for each department will stay in campus branch libraries (p2).

   Library subject specialists will identify this core collection in consultation with departmental representatives. How involved would faculty in your department like to be in establishing criteria for the core literature?

   - € No need to be involved
   - € Opportunity to review criteria proposed by subject specialist
   - € Actively work with subject specialist to establish criteria for core literature

4. When possible, material requested from the Library Preservation ARChives will be scanned and delivered by email. Where scanning is not possible items will be delivered to other branches or made available at the preservation facility. Most requests will be fulfilled within 24 hours, Monday-Friday.

   Will this meet your department's research needs for stored materials? Are there other services that faculty in your department need to effectively access stored materials?

5. Do you have other questions about the *Storage and Collection Locations Strategy* or about the project overall?